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“INSIDE JOB” AN OFFICIAL SELECTION AT NICE INTERNATIONAL FILM
FESTIVAL
(New York, N.Y. – April 15, 2018) The first film by Writer/Director Matt Nagin, “Inside Job,”
which won BEST SHORT at The Mediterranean Film Festival Cannes, is now an Official
Selection at the prestigious Nice International Film Festival. It will screen on May 6th at 7:25pm.
A dark comedy, with a run time of 38 minutes, 44 seconds, “Inside Job” tells the story of a
nervous intern who fights to survive the wrath of a homicidal boss. Recent festival screenings
include Cinema New York City, Hoboken International Film Festival, and International Film
Festival Manhattan.
The movie was shot at Hudson Piers and the surrounding New York City vicinity as well as at an
office location in the West Village. It stars Inga Leps (star of “The Voice,”), Harold Tarr (starred
in films appearing at Cannes), Chris Cook (from film “We Are The Hartmans,”), Matt Nagin
(from “Dean” and “Tango Shalom”), Bob Bell (“Edinburgh Comedy Festival”), and features
color work from esteemed colorist Fred Trevino (Sundance), sound design by Napat Snidvongs
(Academy-Award winning Sound-Editor), and SFX from industry vet Anthony Jones (who
worked on “Predator Island” among other projects).
On May 6th, “Inside Job,” will screen at the Nice International Film Festival, in Nice, France.
The film has been nominated for three awards: Best Short Comedy, Best Actor in a Short, and
Best Supporting Actor in a short. “Inside Job” was reviewed favorably by a number of critics, one
of whom, Bill Garry of Discover Hollywood, referred to it as “Wolf of Wall Street on crack.” He
went on to describe the film as a “dynamic showcase” with “good comic timing.“ The
Independent Critic called it “weirdly wonderful.” “Inside Job” is being considered for distribution
on Hulu, Amazon, Netflix, iTunes and other platforms with the assistance of industry players in
Cannes. Additionally, as the film is thematically relevant to the current U.S. political climate—
secret plots, backroom deals, and the coverup of criminal behavior—it is sure to remain relevant
for the foreseeable future.
The filmmaker, Matt Nagin, is an award-winning entertainment professional who has had leading
or supporting roles in more than fifty film and tv projects. These projects have been featured at
the TRIBECA FILM FESTIVAL, LOS ANGELES CINEFEST, HOLLY SHORTS, as well as on
A&E, MTV, DISCOVERY, SPIKE TV, CNN, LIFETIME and more. As a standup, Matt has
appeared on THE DR. STEVE SHOW (PIX 11), on the WENDY WILLIAMS SHOW (FOX), as
a host of THE WINTER FILM AWARDS (on APTV), and at THE EDINBURGH COMEDY
FESTIVAL (where his one-man show obtained four star reviews). His writing has been
published widely, and Kirkus Review considered his first poetry book, ‘Butterflies Lost Within
The Crooked Moonlight,’ ‘powerful verse from a writer of real talent.’
For more info on Matt visit mattnagin.com. To learn about the film visit insidejobthemovie.com
or the film company page at facebook.com/rbcfilms.

